## Movie Planning Sheet

### Team Members:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

### Movie Theme:  ____________________________________________________________

### Your task: Create a movie between ____ and ____ minutes long on the topic listed above.

Your movie must include the following:

- An introductory scene listing:  ____________________________________________
- ______________________________________________________________________
- ______________________________________________________________________
- A credits page listing ____________________________________________________

### Some suggestions:

- Be creative! Experiment with interesting camera angles.
- When someone is speaking, make sure to film the entire sentence. Record an extra 5 seconds before and after the scene to be sure you get it all.
- Make sure to speak with a strong, clear voice on camera.
- Hold the camera steady while filming so that your movie doesn't have “the jitters!”
- Use the zoom feature of the camera to fill the entire movie frame. Small details are difficult to see.

### Due Dates:

- ________ – Storyboard and Script Due
- ________ – Filming Completed
- ________ – Video Imported
- ________ – Video clips cropped and organized
- ________ – Voiceover/Text Completed
- ________ – Transitions Completed
- ________ – First Draft Due
- ________ – Final Draft Due

### Your plan:

Use the space below and the back of this sheet to brainstorm ideas and locations for your movie. Make sure to write a sentence describing the purpose of your movie in your own words.